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This spectacular building is at the crossroads of dominating architectural trends: parametrically designed, it
features a Diagrid structural frame and an innovate structural core, allowing it to be the worlds furthest
leaning tower. Developed by the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Company, it will host, on its opening in

2013, the Exhibition Center and a Hyatt Hotel. The combination of technological pioneership with a striking
appearance and a world-wide functional use will bring this building to the attention of all those who cherish
the challenge in contemporary lifestyle. To be published in time for the buildings opening, this book by the

building's leading architects will convey the drama and the details in a stunning volume.

Andaz Capital Gate Abu Dhabi The gravitational pressure caused by the 18degree incline is countered by the
worlds. The tower also known as the leaning tower of Abu Dhabi is the focal point of . Discover the getaway
to luxury lifestyle at Andaz Capital Gate hotel a concept by Hyatt housed within the iconic leaning tower of
Abu Dhabi with an impressive 18 incline towards the west and certified by Guinness World Records as the

worlds farthest leaning manmade tower.

Capital Tower Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi is home to many Iconic buildings but the Capital Gate stands out as having the record for Worlds
Furthest Leaning Manmade Tower by the Guinness World Records. The 160meter high tower leans at an
angle of 18 degrees more than 4 times the angle of the Italys. 18 through 33 of Capital Gate a 2 billion

skyscraper that inclines 18 degrees more than the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 18 Degrees Capital Gate Leaning
Tower of Abu Dhabi The Ultimate Diagrid DuFresne Pierre Martin Schofield Jeff on Amazon.com. Its

engineers created an 18degree westward lean four times the inclination of. HyattCapitalGateAbuDhabi18.
Buy 18 Degrees Capital Gate Leaning Tower of Abu Dhabi The Ultimate Diagrid by Dufresne Pierre Martin

Schofield Jeff online on Amazon.ae at best prices. Developed by the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition
Company it will host on its opening in 2013 the Exhibition Center and a Hyatt Hotel. Capital Gate is an

iconic leaning skyscraper located in Abu Dhabi adjacent to the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre. on the
top floors of the iconic Capital Gate building which leans a recordbreaking 18 degrees.
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